Messaging Success Brief
Building Customer Closeness
Winning customer loyalty and deals at BBCON 2019

When Blackbaud had significant product updates to share
at bbcon 2019, their product and product marketing teams
engaged 3C—The Customer Connection Company to help
take their message from good to great.
The objective: Transform seven key software roadmap
stories to drive engagement about meaningful outcomes.
Together we created audience-focused, benefit-led content,
celebrating Blackbaud customers as heroes who shape the
world using the company’s solutions.
We planned presentations and refined talk tracks to
highlight customer wins, demonstrate product value, and
motivate bbcon attendees. We sharpened positioning,
workshopped inspiring success stories, and polished
presentation skills in interactive planning sessions.
The Blackbaud team loved how the new product positioning
prepared them for success – “This is a story/talk track I feel
proud of for the near term and at bbcon.”

Blackbaud is the world’s leading
cloud software company powering
social good.
Blackbaud connects and empowers
the entire social good community to
increase their impact through cloud
software, services, expertise, and
data intelligence. The Blackbaud
portfolio serves the unique needs of
these markets with solutions for
fundraising and CRM, marketing,
advocacy, peer-to-peer fundraising,
corporate social responsibility,
school management, ticketing,
grantmaking, financial management,
payment processing, and analytics.
In October 2019, Blackbaud hosted
its 20th annual gathering for
organizations and change agents
driving social good, bbcon. The
conference welcomed over 3,000
attendees who discussed the latest
trends, innovations, and product
updates driving the social good
community forward.

This is like a rabbit
out of a hat, the best possible
messaging! I couldn’t think of a
better approach, stronger value
prop, or better positioning…it’s a
clear forward-looking story.
Thank you for answering the big
questions customers have.
– Blackbaud sales representative
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